A new pace for the digital age

United Defense is changing and fast — our skills and capabilities to produce the world’s leading armored track vehicles and shipboard weapons have been vastly expanded. Systems integration, electronics and software development command our attention in pursuit of new technologies for defense. Hybrid electric drive systems and advanced materials will make our products lighter, faster and better able to survive. Setting a new pace... United Defense
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Maj. Gen. Paul J. Glazer and Eugene Andreotti assess progress over the last year in resourcing and missioning the Army and Air National Guard, respectively. It has been a successful year — both in extra funding and expanded roles — but there is still much left to be accomplished.
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Each year, the KGAUS produces and sends to Congress a list of the National Guard’s legislative priorities. The Fiscal Year 2001 list covers the Army and Air National Guard requirements for the upcoming fiscal year.
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The location has moved, but the mission remains the same. The counter-drug operation Coronet Night Hawk left Panama last year, and now flies out of the Caribbean island of Curacao.
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